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TDS
Colour/Type

Light brown, amber / Diesel Detox Pro

Areas of usage:

For all diesel engines (incl. common rail) with or without turbochargers
running on low or normal sulphur level diesel fuel.

Environment:

Please check local requirements and MSDS

Packaging:

300ml Container

PPE:

Avoid skin contact. Refer to MSDS

Storage:

N/A

Surface prep:

None

Equipment needed:

None

Tests:

ISO9001. (For further information contact Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd)

Applying/Drying

Pour the contents of one bottle in the fuel tank before filling it with diesel

Origin/Manufacture:

Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd
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Useful Information
How to optimise the use of MPEX® Diesel Detox
Pro
Applications:
MPEX® Diesel Detox Pro is a complete diesel
rejuvenator which addressing all common
deposit problems. MPEX® Diesel Detox Pro is
a true multipurpose product that cleans the
complete fuel system including the injectors,
valves and combustion chamber from deposits,
increases cetane number and contains a
lubricity additive to lubricate the diesel fuel
pump in case of low sulphur fuel. This results
in restoration of engine performance and fuel
economy. In addition to cleaning the entire fuel
system, MPEX® Diesel Detox Pro contains an
organo-metallic supplement which functions
as a catalyst for the regeneration of diesel
particulate filters (DPF). MPEX® Diesel Detox
Pro Extends the lifetime of the expensive diesel
particulate filters and regains performance loss
caused by a dirty and inefficient fuel system.
It significantly lowers the ignition temperature
of soot collected in the Diesel Particle Filter
additionally reducing emission of hazardous
exhaust gases with no secondary emissions.

MPEX® Diesel Detox Can be used for all diesel
engines with standard or retrofitted diesel
particulate filters.
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Useful Information

The graph on the left illustrates the regeneration behaviour without Diesel Detox Pro, the graph on
the right illustrates with Diesel Detox Pro
Method of use:
Pour the contents of one bottle in the fuel tank before filling it with diesel fuel. After adding Diesel
Detox Pro, drive for at least 20/30 minutes preferably with elevated RPM (>3.000). Try to repeat
similar cycles a few times while driving on the treated diesel to achieve the maximum result.
Dosage:
One bottle treats 40 to 60 litres of diesel fuel. Do not overdose!
IMPORTANT
MPEX® Are manufactured by Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd. MPEX® products information are based on laboratory tests and practical
experience. Since the conditions under which the product is used are often outside the control of Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd,
we can only guarantee the product quality, since the result is dependent on the substrate, pre-treatment, temperature, air humidity,
application etc. Leading Solvent Supplies Ltd reserves the right, without notice to change the product and the given data.
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